Dear KIPP TEAM & Family,

It’s Joselin! Many of you may have heard from me in our back to school letter, but in case you don’t remember, I’m a KIPP Rise and NCA alumna who is now a sophomore at Mount Holyoke College. I plan to declare my major in sociology with a concentration in Environmental and Public Health. I am dedicated to making a change in our world. With the support of my village, I will continue to be one step closer to turning my dreams into a reality.

I’m back to present you with the 2019 Annual Report—a quick snapshot of the progress KIPP has made in the last school year. It’s crazy to think that since I graduated from KIPP in 2018, KIPP New Jersey has grown by 28%—making us one of the fastest growing KIPP regions in the country!

But more impressive than our growth is our results. As a college student, I am familiar with the challenges of attaining a degree, and these challenges are reflected in national statistics:

- **12%**
  This is the percentage of students from families whose median income is less than $35,000 that graduate from college in six years. And if you look across all income quartiles, the national rate is only 34%.

- **1,452**
  This is the number of alumni who graduated from a KIPP NJ middle school that are supported by our KIPP Through College (KTC) team. The KTC staff provides 1:1 counseling, book stipends, and career and internship support.

- **3X**
  This is the rate at which KIPP NJ students graduate from college. Not only are my peers beating the national average, but they are three times more likely to graduate from college if they attended a KIPP school.

- **2024**
  9,330 students
  19 schools

- **2019**
  6,731 students
  14 schools

- **2002**
  80 students
  1 school

KIPP New Jersey will grow to educate 2,600 more students in the next five years.

Thank you for your support of our schools, our scholars, and our alumni, like me!

Sincerely,

Joselin M.
KIPP NJ Alumna, Class of 2018
Mount Holyoke College, Class of 2022

Join us on the journey and help thousands more children gain access to a world-class education.

VOLUNTEER
MAKE A GIFT
TAKE A TOUR

Contact Beth Gottung at bgottung@kippnj.org

KIPPNJ.ORG/ANNUALREPORT
And please support KIPP New Jersey on Giving Tuesday - December 3!
Julien Broomfield graduated from Howard University last May and she is currently teaching Physics at KIPP Newark Collegiate Academy. Julien is one of 34 alumni working at KIPP New Jersey. Ten of our 14 schools have alumni on staff.

KIPP New Jersey triples college outcomes for students by sending more kids to college in the first place.

KIPP Newark Collegiate Academy sends more African American students to four-year college than any other high school in Newark and is top 10 in the state of New Jersey.*

In August 2020, KIPP Camden will open its first high school.

This means, that next year

220 OF OUR 8TH GRADE STUDENTS

will have a home at our new Camden high school. This number will grow to 800.

After four years of our Camden eighth graders attending 43 different high schools across the county, a KIPP high school will ensure our students are receiving the best instruction in a supportive environment that will ultimately set them up for access to and persistence through college.

College-going culture starts with strong academics. For every child.

“An old, stubborn myth that poor kids can’t achieve in school has been disproven, yet again: First in Newark, and now, with serious progress in Camden.”

—Star Ledger Editorial Board, July 2019

“The impact of attending a KIPP middle school could erase the racial achievement gap in four-year college enrollment rates nationwide.” (2018-2019 Mathematica Study)

90% OF STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR FREE OR REDUCED MEALS
93% OF STUDENTS ARE AFRICAN AMERICAN OR LATINX
14% OF STUDENTS HAVE SPECIAL NEEDS

MAKE A GIFT NOW TO HELP OUR ALUMNI TO AND THROUGH!

KTC puts me in a position to get my kids to a place where I HAVE NEVER BEEN. I could not have gotten my daughters to the colleges they went to without the information that KTC gave us. They made sure we knew every deadline, even internships and job opportunities. They are rooting for my children just as hard as I am.

—RUTHVEN AUGUSTE
KIPP NJ Parent

*Based on the data and percentages reported in the 2017-2018/18-19 School Performance and Post Secondary Outcomes Reports
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